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GAMBIER OBSERVER
AND WESTERN CHURCH JO U RN A L.
CHRIST AND THE C II URC H - TR UTH ANI) LOVE.
Vol. X.__ No. 9. GAMBIER, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1810. Whole Number 477.
ORIGINAL MATTER.
THOUGHTS ON THE CHURCH.
NO. II.
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
ADAPTS IT TO THE WANTS OF THE POOR.
In our last number we alluded to the impres­
sion prevalent upon many minds, that while 
there is much in our Church which would at­
tract the intellectual and the rich, there is also 
something which renders it unfit for the poor 
and unlearned. We have already admitted 
that this, were it true, would prove an evil of 
sufficient magnitude to argue something wrong 
within her, and to call for the strenuous exer­
tion of every one of her sons for its removal. 
But we have expressed our belief that this is an 
unfounded prejudice, and we now proceed to 
show on what grounds that belief is founded.— 
But Lefore we proceed, let it be understood 
what we are about to maintain. We wish to 
show that our Church as a visible body, and in 
the essential features of her constitution, is adap­
ted to the poor. Of course then, we do not 
•naintain, with regard to all wWp have wdmin- 
jstered it, that they have always, in all res­
pects conducted it in the manner best calcula­
ted to gather in and to benefit the poor. Nor 
do we’mean to assert that all.the usages which 
front time to time have crept into the several 
portions of it, which, however, are mere ex­
crescences and do not belong to the Church 
itself, have been altogether free from injurious 
tendency in this particular. These things, if 
they have existed, have existed in spite of the 
spirit and the constitution of our Church, rath­
er than in conformity with it.
To the essential features of our Church, 
then, let us turn, and enquire whether in them 
exists any obstacle to the ndmission of the 
poor to its communion, or any thing unfavora­
ble to their growth in piety, T^liese features 
may be arranged under three heads, her doc­
trine, her government and her worship. In 
the first of these, we think, no one will pretend 
to say the defect for which we seek is to be 
found. If any should be disposed to make the 
assertion, let him lake the articles and the hom­
ilies and examine them. He will find that the 
doctrines they contain, which are alone to be 
considered the doctrines of our Church, are the 
doctrines of Scripture. They are the same 
with those preached by the apostles and held 
by the primitive Church. They did not prove, 
in the early ages of Christianity, an insupera­
ble barrier to the ingathering of the poor and 
unlearned, and why should they now? There 
is in them, indeed, much which is ofiensivo to 
the natural heart. But so there is in the doc­
trines of every orthodox body of Christians.— 
This oflensiveness we dare not remove. He 
who revealed these doctrines hath made them
what they are, and he hath decreed that by : the poor and unlearned. It is because she has 
the might of his omnipotent spirit they shall J made such provision, that her ministry may be 
triumph. They are precisely whit man requires worthy of the trust reposed in them, that we 
to know, and are the appoint' 1 means of bis 1 believe that in her, as much, if not more, than 
salvation and sanctification. 1 is not then in in any other portion of the Zion which the 
any peculiarity of the doctrine of our Church, ■ Lord has founded, “the poor of the people may
that we shall discover its unfit'ess for the poor 
and unlearned.
We come next in order, to o .r peculiar form 
of government, and enquire whether any such 
defect exists there. Many bel ve that it does.
trust.
But does not the fact that in the hands of the 
highest order of the ministry great power is 
placed, render onr Church unsuited to the 
poor? We think not. For let it be recollec-
But let us see. The peculiarity of our form of ted, in the first place, that these powers are en- 
government, as distinguished l r >m other ortho-! tirely spiritual. But any power which could,
dox Christian bodies, is this. There are in 
our ministry three distinct ordi rs,each withdis- 
tinctive powers and functions. (o the third, the 
episcopate, is committed the g-aeral supervis­
ion of the whole, together, witlithe administra­
tion of ecclesiastical discipline, and the sole 
power of ordaining. And without such ordin­
ation no one is permitted to ex rcise the duties 
of the ministry. Now we do n •; think that in 
all thl3 there is any tiling w' ieh necessarily
by its exercise, act unfavorably upon the poor 
as poor, must have relation to their temporal 
affairs. But such power as this, does not be­
long to our bishops, or indeed to any of our 
clergy, and hence we should conclude that the 
poor had nothing to fear from this quarter.— 
Again,—the spiritual power of the bishop is 
rarely exercised upon the individual members 
of the Church. Il acts usually upon the pres­
byter, and through him, if at all, upon the flock.
acts unfavorably to the welfft • a.id interests1 Here, again, would be another security from
of the poor. Is there greater. 
should be neglected on accour, 
ty, by a ministry thus cons 
other? There certainly can lotliing in the 
fact that one is admitted into tie ministry by 
the hands of a bishop, to rend r him either un­
willing or unfit to preach 1 he gospel to the!
nV •tny dr.nif’r of oppression, were any puch to be
wc tfciiikp -vur-. •4-prehontfed.*' But in tiii^ u r 
, than wayjsuch apprehensions arc groundless.
Again, powers, such as are given to our min­
istry, rfiust exist somewhere in every Church, 
for they are necessary to it® existence. The 
question is, where can they bo most safely de­
poor. If such unwillingness bus in any case posited, for the benefit and protection and secu- 
existed, it has arisen from i wrong state of J rity of all, and especially of those who are most
heart, and would have occurred under any con-1 likely from their impotence to bo oppressed._
ceivablc form of government. Nor docs there j Shall they be left to the whole body, to be ex- 
appear any greater probability that the poor ercised by the majority ? This we think none 
and unlearned will bo less faithfully taught by will maintain. Shall they be committed to a
such a ministry. Indeed there is every possi­
ble security to tho contrary. Our Church, in 
perpetuating her ministry, acts upon the sound
single lrody of men, responsible to none but 
each other for its exercise? Or shall they be 
distributed among several, who may act as
principle that the duty of instructing her mem- • chocks upon one another? The latter seems 
I bers in the truths of the gospei should not be! to us to offer the greater security for the liber-
undertaken by every man rashly anil at his 
own discretion. She considers directing the 
soulsof men to the way of everlasting life, too 
awful and responsible a work to be entered 
upon without a previous probation and thor­
ough preparation. The interests of immortal 
souls she regards as too inestimably precious 
to be committed in any degree io any save those 
who, after close examination, ire found apt and 
meet for the work of the ministry. These 
principles her peculiar form ef government en-
ty and happiness of the subject. The layman 
receives from the hand of the presbyter the 
spiritual food provided in the gospel, and 
through him feels the exercise of Church dis­
cipline. Is it not then, a feature of our Church 
well calculated to secure the confidence and 
happiness of the poor, that there i& n power to 
whom he may look for redress when he has 
been wronged and injured?
Another feature of our peculiar government 
which might here be noticed, is the facility
ables her to carry out completely, if her offi- which it affords for the concentration and direc-
cers be but faithful'to their trust. And in the 
facility which ihese peculiarities give her of 
excluding from her ministry, all, except those
tion of efforts to any one object. It is a prin­
ciple conceded universally in the political 
world, that that government will mostener-
whose competent learning in the doctrines of1 getic and efficient in which the executive pow- 
religion gives them ability to teach, and whose j er is concentrated in the fewest hands. Hence,
blameless and godly lives render them fit ex­
amples to the flock, wo think we see one prom-
even in our republic, while we have many leg­
islators, we have but one executive. From this
inent feature which adapts her to the wants of we infer that our form of Church government,
r
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leave u track cf heavenly light behind him 
wherever he w?nt—no one whose whole soul 
is not awakened as he reads of the astonish­
ing nnd continuous efforts of Wilbertorce.— 
These men rebuke us. They consumed them­
selves in the service oT others.
Now it is a question of no common interest 
to know, what these great inen had in common 
with each other, which was the secret of their 
strength. Wbtt was it which gave such force 
and brilliancy of character to Buchanan and 
Wiiberfore? How came they tocffectso much? 
How is it that Wl, itficld effected during his life 
as much as twenty ordinary men?—Each of 
these men placed before them some great ob­
ject. Every thing was made subservient to 
the attainment of that. They \^re content to 
be men of one purpose.. This gave them har­
mony of charark r. Though the grand end 
of their being stood out conspieous to all, still 
in the character of the men there was a most 
beautiful uniformity; a chasleness and sym­
metry which allowed no ono feature to be pro­
minent beyond tho rest. I think tho most per­
fect specimen of this high order of character, 
among uninspired men, was George Washing­
ton. He was so uniquely symmetrical in char­
acter, that I do.ibt not many would have been 
more raptuiousln their praise had he been 
less so. Such men diffuse a healthy feeling 
over a whole nation.
To many, this harmony of character has 
very little (hit is attractive. It is so quiet, 
so unobtrusive, that it would seem impossi­
ble to nccon::;lfc)b any thing. They think it 
necessary »o arjdr/c Ite something rare. Their 
thbaghts and Airs of thinking must be un- 
cormnon. TlMrVmethod of accomplishing any 
thing must be altogether peculiar. They must 
agree with w due nnd annoy every one by 
urging their diffe rence of opinion. With too 
much genius to be eminent in ono thing mere­
ly, they must take hold of every thing. • All 
this is the result ofnn unhealthy state of mind; 
and throws into the community so many distort­
ed obtrusive characters, doing no good them­
selves and hindering the movements of every 
one else. It is ono thing to be gazed at and quite 
another to be admired. Byron drow upon him­
self tho attention of thousands, but who is not 
conscious that it was deformity, not harmony 
of charnclornt which the multitude were gaz­
ing. At this day how docs tho namo of By­
ron compare with that of Cowper? Harmony 
is necessary to greatness, and this consists in 
having all the essential qualities of our nature, 
mingled and softened, strengthened or restrain­
ed by tho precious influence of Christian piety.
It will not be long before each of us will be 
introduced into scenes vastly more grand and 
extensive than aqv we can sec here, and tho 
characters wc arc* now forming are to expand 
through all eternity. In those moments when 
themiud is all thought and the heart all feel­
ing, we may be impelled to attempt great things, 
but unless directed by some holy principle, the 
result will be only a few spasmodic efforts. 
For the accomplishment of grent good, our 
wills must be in harmony with the will of Him 
who innde us.
True wisdom desires to know, whether this 
“harp of thousand strings” is giving forth notes 
now, which will harmonize with the notes of
avoiding as it doe* the distractions arising from 
want of unity in those charged with its plans, 
is well adapted for energetic prosecution of any 
object and especially for the extension of the 
gospel among the poor. And this inference is 
strengthened by tho fact, that most other bodies 
and societies established for tho propagation ol 
religion, have been compelled today aside the 
democratic principles of their Churches, aud 
adopt a form of government for this purpose, 
differing in name but not in principle from our 
own.
But our limits will not permit us to carry this 
subject farther. We have only one point to 
notico before we conclude. Wc have stated as 
another feature of a Church adapted to the 
poor, that the tondcrest concern should be ex­
hibited for their temporal wants and sorrows. 
This our Church has not neglected. Lest it 
should be forgotten, she demands of her bish­
ops, at their consecration, their solemn assent 
to the following question: “TFi/Z you show your­
self gentle, and be merciful for Christ's sake to 
poor and needy people, and to all strangers des­
titute of help?" And while her presbyters are 
bound to seek out all Christ's people, her dea­
cons arc charged with the peculiar care of tho ( 
poor. This office, it will be recollected, was 
first instituted in the Church chiefly for this t 
purpose. Therefore, in endeavoring to con-1 
form to the primitive model, this is still part 
of its duty. “And furthermore,” she says in 
tho Ordinal, “it is his office, where provision is 
made, to seek for the sick, poor nnd impotent 
people of the parish, to intimate their estates, 
names and places where they dwell to the cu-; 
ratov that by his Exhortation th^y may lie vo- ’ 
licved, tec.” And she then demands, “will you 
do this gladly and willingly?”
Wo think from all that wc have said, it' 
must be evident that tho government of the, 
Episcopal Church, as it is iu its essential fea­
tures, when carried into full operation accord­
ing to the evident intention of its framers, in-1 
stoad of repelling the poor, adapts itself in ma-j 
ny particulars to their wants. In our next, we 
shall endeavor to examino her liturgy in the 
Bame manner. N. H. Y.
HARMONY OF CHARACTER.
In the physical world wc observe grand re­
sults arc brought about by a great variety of | 
agents, each apparently independent of the 
other. So is it in society. Each man acting 
alone, though seeming to be entirely indepen-| 
dent of others, in in truth contributing his I 
share of influence, whether good or evil, to 
the great mass of beings about him. The ac-: 
lions of one hour may extend their results in­
to the most distant periods of eternity. In na-. 
tural, as well as revealed religion, it is true, 
that no man liveth to himself.
Evident, however,.ns the fact is, there ore 
very few who seen to shape their course in 
rcfercnco to this law of our existence. And ' 
yet, how universal is the homage which is paid 
to those who live but for the good of others; 
homage paid too, by those who at the same 
time are acting with the most intense selfish­
ness. Indeed I think there can be few men 
who are not refreshed in spirit as they follow 
Howard in his self-denying labors—few who 
do not kindle into ardor as they trace the 
course of Whitfield, a man who seemed to
that great assembly who are ever before the 
Majesty on high. There must be no discord in 
heaveu. This is my idea of a great man—ono 
whose greatness here will expand into glory 
hereafter; and this can only be the case with 
one who has true harmony of character.— 
With such an one, it is an animating thought 
that he can serve his Redeemer for ever and 
ever. Conor.
THE PULPIT.
SKETCHES OF EMINENT PREACHERS. 
REV. U. MELVILL.
BY BISHOP M C11 ,V 11» I,
( Continued.)
There are some aspects in which the dis­
courses of Mclvill may he profitably studied 
by cuudidates for orders, and iudeed by most 
preachers, exclusive of tho substantial instruc­
tion of their contents. We do not refer to 
their style. This we cannot recommend for im­
itation. However we may like it in Melvill, 
because it is emphatically his, the mode of his 
mind; the gait in which his thoughts most na­
turally march on their high places; the rai­
ment in which his inner man invests itself; 
without effort, nnd almost of necessity, when 
, lie takes the place of ambassador of the King 
' of kings, wc might not like it any where else. 
(However tliis peculiar turn aud swell of ex­
pression may be adapted to that peculiar 
breadth, and height, ami brilliancy of concep­
tion for which this author is often dislinguish- 
led;. with all those other attributes which adapt 
| his discourses to opportunities of usefulness 
I not often improved; mid a class of readers not 
often attracted, by* the preacher; we should 
think it a great evil if our eandidaths for orders 
thould attempt to appear in such flowing robes.
1 For the sa,um reason t^at they air well on him 
. would they sit awkwardly on them. They are 
i his, and not theirs. IIi3 mind was measured 
, for such a dress. Nature made it up and adapt­
ed it to liia style of thought, insensibly to him­
self. The diligent husbandman may be as use- 
I ful in his way, as the prince in his. But tho 
huslxiudinan in the equipment of tho prince 
would be sadly out ofkcepmg. Not more than 
if a mind of the usual turn and character of 
thought should emulate the strido and the swing, 
the t.ain and the plumage of Melvill.
It is in the expository character of this au­
thor’s discourses, that we would present them 
for imitation. Of the expositions themselves, 
we are not speaking; but of the conspicious 
fact that whatever Scripture he selects, his scr- 
i mon is made up of its elements. 11 is text does 
] not merely introduce his subject, but suggests 
nnd contains it; and not only contains, but is 
identical with it. His aim is confined to tho 
object of setting forth plainly and instructively 
some one or two great features of scriptural 
I truth, of which thochosen passage is a distinct 
declaration. No matter what tho topic, the 
hearer is sure of an interesting and prominent 
I setting out of the text in its connection, and 
J that it will exercise an important bearing upon 
.every branch of the discourse, constantly re­
ceiving new lights and applications, and not 
' finally relinquished till the sermon is ended, 
and the hearer has obtained an inception of 
i that one passage of the Bible upon his mind, 
nevor to be forgotten. In other wor^s, Melvill 
is strictly a preacher upon texts, instead or sub­
jects; upon truths, as expressed and connected 
in the Bible, instead of topics, as insulated or 
classified, according to the ways of man’s wis­
dom. This is precisely as it should be. The 
preacher is not called to deliver dissertations 
upon questions of theology, or orations upon 
specific themes of duty and spiritual interests, 
but expositions of divine truth as that is pre­
sented in the infinitely diversified combinations, 
nnd incidental allocations of the Seriptures. 
His work is simply that of making, through the 
blessing of God, the Holy Scriptures “profit-
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able for doctrine, reproof, correction, and in­
struction in righteousness.” This he is to 
seek by endeavoring “rightly to divide the 
word of truth.” Too much, by far, has the
T3B CHRISTIAN I’ASTOR.
SELF-DENIAL OF THE MINISTRY.
BY PKOFtSBOR W II 11 Tl « OH A H .
“Let the dead bury their dead,” breth­
ren.—Let the barrister and the senator seek to
preaching of these days departed from this ex­
pository character. The praise ot invention ...w „v.. „,IU lllu ovumwi w
is too much coveted. 1 lip simplicity ol inter-, cjotjio the transient interest and petty moment 
pretation and application is too much uadcrval-, of t|wir themeg wilh facliJ(,LS valye oflhoir 
ued. Wo must be content to taite the bread as
I the laity do what they can, or even what they 
ought; but when I look over the face of our 
land, widening and peopling with an almost 
magical rapidity, 1 am surprised rather at what 
is done than at what is not—when the obsta­
cles from every quarter are taken intoacconnt. 
This state of things must long continue, and of 
late years has rapidly and alarmingly increased 
in prevalence. There is no help nor remedyued. w  ust ne c te t to tune ui« ns litorarv reoutatioh and cultivated si vie J “ 7 /7, , 7— . 1 .—. . y
the Lord has created it, and perform the hum-,^^ worfdlil * furn;sh himself with praUle ‘”‘5®
. try. It will be in vain to inculcate on the lai-for the boudoirand .he saloon from Iho runlcls ,,llc Jut supl,orling tho3o who are sc 
Ilia, are hourly pouring the,. my n Is into / fo/„lcir su‘,.lvice ; = sacred. Thc'
the bedabbled stream ot literature. Let the ktt<,w it already. It ia the firs, dictate of jus- 
votaries of science pursue liter useful auddjg-i,. h „’ld that ina„ly fair„ess, which
blc office of distribution, going around amidst 
thc multitude, and giving to all as each may 
need, believing that he who provided it will see 
that thero be enough and to spare, instead of 
desiring to stand in the place of the Master, 
and improve by our wisdom the simple ele­
ments, "thejive barley loaves'" which he alone
<^raDart&‘tth7dmyS“Xa7krtguponiyUUj ul'l’u,s I’/0' do all ihey arcable. 'Brethren of the emigre-
taking a verse as the starting-place ol our train soared> *
nified researches in its learned 
labor each in his vocation. You
[Is. Tiiey SQ generauy characterizes the yeomanry of 
too, havelour country. They recognize the obligation.yours. -Go d „ tk o kingdom o|- - ‘
God. ’ IIis word has dpptlis which the pro- fu..........._________________________/
of remark, apart from the obligation of so ex 
pounding the word of God, that the sermon 
shall take its shape and character from the 
text; and the doctrine aud the duty, shall be j 
taught and urged according to the relative 
bearings and proportions in which they are 
presented therein; this textual plan of con
Age after age has drawn from its
treasure-houses, and still the stores arc free to 
all, aud full beyond man’s finite conception or 
desire. There furnish yourselves for your 
| high calling. Use arts, and sciences, and lan­
guages, and literature old and aew, as instrn- 
> ments to work withal, and whet the tired fa­
culties demand unbending, as harmless recrea-
matters than such as bear an important rela­
tion to the person,, office, and benefits of “the 
Lord our Righteousness.” He who preaches 
upon subjects of divinity, instead of passages of 
Scripture, fitting a text to his theme, instead of 
extracting his theme from liis text, will soon 
find t hat,
gone
sorbing work you have to do,
For that work you are here to prepare your­
selves; and Jesus, when he sou^it the.doctors 
in the temple, has taught us to consider the 
j preparation as a part of the wotk itself. But 
- , - - . . , I it is when thc time of your “frst proving”*
,t, III Ihoordmary frequency ol parochial , sha„ havc boen ac„omp|is!,eJlb;,t vour sealm 
ministrations, he has  the round, and trac-: nf,P;nl chal>
ed all the 
what to do 
or changing 
will be at 
objects in
ters in nis alphabet, are few—low wheu it is 
considered that liis life is to be occupied in ex­
hibiting them. But their combinations, like 
those of thc letters of thc alphabet, are innum-
merchandize, and a fourth first deli- " fs sake,
cious fruits of industry and tnhiptp well applied 1 _
us does for the maintenance and extension of 
i the Gospel the half of what was required of 
I thc Israelite by divine prescription for the sup­
port of his polity and worship, and still left 
ability and willingness on his part to add free­
will-oblatious aud thank offerings? Our Mas­
ter will not hold you so excused, by the spe­
cious plea that satisfies a gain-loving and sclf- 
enjeying age. But to us, my young brethren, 
that plea takes the shape of fact, aud tve must 
meet it us a fact. . *
Ilow shall this be done?
By beginning, at a high and commanding 
elevation,the coarse of conduct which shall 
correct the growing evil. Want of self-denial 
is its source; a love of gain rather than godli­
ness, of ease rather than privation aiul exer­
tion for (Tie service of the Lord. We must go 
forth and preach self-denial in our lives. We 






seclusion of a study, for Christ’s aod <he Gos-
»n popular applause or growm_ reputation
,. , r I- . Before vou what prospect will be opening ?—erahle. r ew are the distinct classes ol objects p.,.,.,, 1 , B- „ ... , , . p i t i •* i renury, seclusion, contumc.v and opposition,which make uo the beautiful landscapes under „a..„ . „ . . ’ ... •*, .’ i r , *, rr,, it mav be. . An humble round of duty in nnf hn I ♦ rrnt nnd enn fntvc n eittYi>iwr7e hiv 1 hrs ’ Jthe light and shadows of a summer’s day. Th 
naturalist, who describes by genera and spe­
cies, may soon enumerate them. But bound: 
less is the variety of aspects in which they 
appear under all their diversities of shape 
color, relation, magnitude, ns the observer 
changes place, and sun and cloud change the 
light. The painter must paint for ever to ex­
hibit alE So as to the great truths to which 
the preacher must give himself for life. Tlicir 
variety of combinations, as exhibited in the 
Bible, is endless. He who treats thorn with 
strict reference to all the diversities of shape, 
proportion, incident, relation, circumstance, 
under which the pen of inspiration lias left 
them, changing liis point of observation with 
the changing positions and wants of hearers, 
allowing the lights and shadows of Providence 
to lend their rightful influence in varying the 
aspect and applications of the truth—such a 
preacher if his heart be fully in his work, can
unaitraclivcispherc, it must be, under any or-
THE CHRISTIAN'S SUFFERINGS.
Every man looks fair in a time of prosperi­
ty; but the main trial of the Christian is in 
suffering. Any man may steer in a good gale
dinary circumstances—self-denial, in many of, and G,cai\ SCa; but thc mariner’s skill will be 
its most appalling forms, it will be, if vou are jsec,j in.a ,
indeed Actuated by your Master’s spirit, and t Herein the Christian goes beyond all other 
resolved to do your Master's work. I know }acn' , * ® ‘ reJ°»ce in tribulation, said the
the picture has its bright side too; and bright b ?sseud aP°3tlc’ - 1Ierer *s a !’ouU ^anscending 
it is, indeed, to the eye of faith! But these a tbc Il!*ectation ot heathenism. Perhaps 
statements are none the less true, notwithstand- s.om® rcs°lute sP*ri/? whether ironi natural for- 
ing. In some respects we, the clergy of this I Utude’ or a” an,b,t,on of or earthly glory, 
age. occupy a position not unlike that of the ma^ a face upon patient enduring ot loss or 
first propagators of the Gospel. We are lay- Pain» but never any of those heroic Gentiles 
ing the foundation of a goodly edifice in the Pietund tojoy in suffering. Hither can
Lord's heritage, for future tim.’s. Others may ^hr,st,an courage reach; knowing “that tribu- 
come after, and be made glad in its ivorv pal- ‘ . l0a wo™cth patience, and patience expe­
aces, and take shelter under ith goodlv beams 1 iej)cc, and experience hope, and hope maketh 
of cedar: it is our lot to clear away the rub- ! no} asha,»cd- , ri . , > „
bish, and break up thc ground, and lay deep !. ls ’»e bereaved of his goods and worldly es- 
nn«I cnlirl it<= im,n,i iHnnc „r.,t „ (i,„ i tate“ comforts himself in the assurance
Is
he afflicted with sickness? His comfort
and solid its foundations, and in the meanwhile: P .
bear the brunt of the driving storm, or the atet ertreasure, that ran never be lost, 
heat of the scorching sun, and with the one: ‘G a ,lct°^ Wllb sickness? is co fort is 
, , . - . . . hand work, and in the other hold a weapon.:lbat 1 ,e. Iawartl aian is so much the more re
never jack variety, so far as ,t la proper for |„ most parts of our country, every tl.inK has ?e"';d aslhe ?ut“'ar'J."a'> pensheth. Is 
ynt to be done. I he people are to be aroused,
and gathered, ana taught, and banded, nnd dis­
ciplined, and fed. The merest necessaries for 
God’s worship are to ho prov:ded, and even
one who is to “know nothing among, men but 
Jesus Christ nnd him crucified.” He will con­
stantly feeing if he had only begun the work 
given him to do—furnished onlj’ a few speci­
mens out of a rich and inexhaustible cabinet 
of gems. By strictly adhering to this plan, the 
subject of this sketch attains unusual va­
riety in his ministry, considering that he makes 
it so prominently his business to teach and 
preach Jesus Christ.
A man governed by circumstances instead of 
principles, can never display character, for 
character is the effect and fame of habit.—Ne­
vins.
Charity is good will to men, not good opinion! 
of them.—lb.
he slandered and unjustly disgraced? Discom­
fort is, that there is a blessing which will more 
than make him amends. Is he banished? lie 
knows that he is on his way homeward. Is
the need of them to be inculcated. The house ' \e *n,Pri30netI^ His spirit cannot be locked in. 
where IIis honor dwellcth has to be built. The 1 . a, b.'s anSc's cannot be lucked out. Is he
appurtenances of prayer and praise are to he1 v!nS‘ Ao him toJive is Christ, and to die is 
furnished. The poor, and thc destitute, and 8ai,n: bc , . ? , res,s ^rorn b’s labors,
the sick, and the widow, and the orphan, arc to and 13 crowncd Wlth g‘ory- Shortly, he is per- 
be relieved. It is strange, that with all this fGct g.oW»lhat. come.s ,nore Pure out of the fire 
to do, and the evil heart otman, and the busy ^ban it w’ent in, neither had he ever been so 
enemy of souls and the god of this world to "rcat a sa’nt in heaven, if lie had not passedgw „
hinder, thesupport of the ministry should he ill 
secured, almost not at all attend to? I am far 
from thinking that in any case our brethren of
• 1 Timothy iii. 10.
through the flames of trial here on earth.— 
Bishop Hall.
The Christian in his sick room, as in an an­
techamber. dresses for heaven.
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Tub Indian Territory—Mr. Gregory's Re­
port.—The Rev. Mr. Gregory, in ihe report no­
ticed in our last, quotes the shrewd and sensible 
opinions of Major John Dougherty, government 
agent for the Otoes, Oinahawa and Pawnees, to 
the following effect, viz: that the Indians are un­
proved as easily as any other people when a be­
ginning is once made, that entire confidence may 
be entertained in the practicability of Indian im­
provement—that the best plan for effecting this, 
is—not schools at which the children may attend 
and continue to live with their parents, but estab­
lishments near the principal tribes, combining with 
instruction in Iptters, attention to agricultural and 
mechanical pursuits—so that from an early period 
the Indian youth may be educated in the arts of 
civilized life—and by way of showing their parents 
the substantial blessings of Christian civilization 
forwarding to them whatever gains their children 
are able to make—when the children have finished 
their course at such a school, he recommends that 
land be guaranteed to them, with implements of ag­
riculture, and the means of living without the temp­
tation of rein riling to the nomadic or wandering 
habits of savage life. After the tribe should have 
imbibed the spirit of improvement, he thinks they 
might be safely left to adopt voluntary and distinct 
schools among themselves.
This is a common sense and sound view of the ' 
subject. We take it for granted that such schools ' 
are to be essentially and thoroughly Christian, and 
that the men and wotn**u who arc to conduct them, 
are to be, not mercenaries of government, but 
Christian missionaries, in the most disinterested 
arid laborious sense. Such precisely are the schools 
of the Methodists in Oregon and in different sec­
tions of the Indian territory—such is the plan of 
the great central Methodist school about to be es­
tablished under the most favorable nuepices in that 
territory—such are many of the Presbyterian, Mo­
ravian and baptist schools among the border tribes, 
which have, under the blessing of God, done so 
much toward elevating the Cherokees, the Kansas, 
Shawnees, Delawares, and others, to the blessings 
of Christian civilization. Rut we want the inen, 
we want the faith, we want the zeal and the en­
terprise necessary to commence and vigorously sus­
tain such mission schools.
Men we certainly have of very ardent zeal—of 
very strong faith—of very noble enterprise in cer­
tain departments of chr.stian effort. But let us no 
longer blind ourselves with fine Church dust on 
this subject. We are laurentably wanting, not 
merely in the measure of faith and self-denial, de­
manded in the real work of miss,one among savage 
tribes, but in the kind of men. and women adapted 
tosuch work. Wiiere among onr young men, ma­
ny of whom have been brought from laborious sec­
ular employment* and educated by the Church for 
her service, are found those ready to forget or whol­
ly to forego, the refined tastes and habits of the 
scholar, entirely to lay aside all desire of personal 
ease, or a comfortable settlement—and more than 
all, able so to marry in tke Lord, as not to embar­
rass a missionary life to be spent under circumstan­
ces of manual and mental toil and privation which 
mvn and women of highly refined tastes are
inaries prepared to endure hardness as good sol­
diers of Jesu9 Christ and to preach the kingdom 
of God in all the fulness and freeness of the salva­
tion which it offers to perishing sinners.
The uncompromising and faithful exposition of 
the text of this discourse, (St. Luke, ix. 60,) is wor­
thy of special attention. We subjoin it for the 
edification of all sorts of Christian men among us: 
Jesus said unto him, let the dead bury their dead, 
but go thou and preach the kingdom of God.
Ingenuity has been busy with devices for ex­
plaining away its seeming harshness by rendering 
the meaning less general in its range. “Leave 
the dead to themselves,’’ has been offered as one 
interpretation: “Leave to the bearers of the dead 
the performance of this office,” as another. Both 
are recommended by their tendency to give the ad­
dress a local and temporary character. Both are 
found untenable when tried by common sense and 
usage. The means of narrowing the Saviour’s 
saying to the individual addressed, and the pecul­
iar facts of hie special case, are sought in vain.— 
It romaine applicable, necessarily, inevitably ap­
plicable to a class, a great division of our race. 
The spiritually dead, the dead in trespasses and 
sins, they in whom the life of the soul in God is 
dormant or extinct, are pointed out by the Lord 
Jesus to his follower, as those to whom he is to 
leave the care that would draw off his attention 
from his Master’s call. “Let the dead bury their 
dead: Leave to those who know no higher claim, 
the discharge of the last sad offices to thy parent’s 
unbuned corpse: for thee there is a more impera­
tive and immediate duty: the voice that shall raise 
the dead has called thee into anna, a spiritual life, 
and interposed relations higher, stronger thau those 
of earthly parentage, with resulting obligations of 
more instant and engrossing concernment than at­
tention to the deceased.”
No doubt the trial thus prescribed was peculiar­
ly hard. To deprive himself of the last look at. 
the remains of him who gave him being, nursed 
him up to manhood and trained him for its duties; 
to leave his fathers corpse to the care of others, 
to go uuwept, unhonored, unattended to the tomb! 
In what barbarian age or race shall we seek the 
son whose heart would not be wrung by such a 
bidding? IIow much more must it have been re­
pugnant to a son of Abraham and the patriarchs, in 
whose hallowed examples had been set a long 
transmitted and most faithfully kept law of rever­
ent attention to the dead ! Religious observance, 
national usage of immemorial antiquity, and the 
dictates of natural affection, were arrayed against 
the requisition. SuTely He wh° knew the issues 
of the heart be made, had strong reason for putting 
it to sucii a test!
But are we therefore warranted in regarding it 
as an isolated instance? a case where peculiar need 
led to a peculiar demand, or a peculiar disposition 
required a peculiar trial ?
This is forbidden by the connection, as we have 
seen, and by the contrast between the two great 
classes of our race implied in the command itself. 
The spiritually dead are placed in opposition to 
such as live unto God, and it is as living unto God 
that the newly called follower of Jesus is required 
to deny his natural affections, his national habits, 
and his conventional ties and obligations, that he 
may devote himself to his Master’s work.
That each may devote himself, wholly and un­
reservedly, to his Master’s work,—this, brethren, 
is to every one of us the reason and meaning of 
our Lord's command “Let tiie dead bury their 
dead.’’ To work out his own soul’s salvation, 
to labor for that of those dependant on him, and 
to glorify God in his generation by a consistent, 
holy and humble walk, is a task assigned every 
individual who is named by the name of Jesus.—. 
It is the calling of the members of the Church of 
Christ, as such,—.to which all earthly ties and ob­
ligations must concede an undisputed preference ia 
their heart and conduct. The world has its aims 
and ends,
"as various as the roads men take 
In journeying through life;”
rarely fit for, or capable of long enduring! We 
speak with earnest plainness and freedom on this 
subject—and from the profound conviction that be­
fore any thing at all commensurate with the meas­
ure of our duty to the heathen tribes of our bor­
ders ana of the Indian territory, can be undertaKen 
with any rcasontble prospect of being brought to a 
favorable issue, we must seek out men capable 
from their habits of life and tastes, of enduring 
hardness—plain, bumble, holy mon, with sound 
education indeed, but without the refined tastes 
of the cloistered scholar—men of strong sense 
and sober judgment, and of fresh and active zeal 
and enterprise—either unmarried, or if married, 
having not only no incumbrance from 6uch connec­
tion, but a positive accession of strength for all the 
toilsome duties and plain and simple habits of a 
missionary family among savage tribes. There is 
no romance abost an adequate missionary establish­
ment among a savage people. Our Moravian 
brethren go the right way to work in this matter, 
and press the right sort of men into the service. 
The Methodists teach us a sound and good lesson 
also; and we way learn, if we will, from the other 
Christian denoninations, whose missions among the 
pagan tribes of this country, as well as the heathen 
tribes and nations of so many foreign dimes, are a 
monument of enlightened wisdom and zeal.
We shall resjme this important subject in a fu­
ture number.
Dr. Whittingham’s Matriculation Sermon. 
—In our last, we offered a passing and very brief 
notice of this admirable discourse, mainly with a 
view to direct the attention of our readers, to the 
extract upon the third page of that number. We 
occupy a part of the same page of our present 
number, with Sppassege from the sermon, not less 
worthy attention. We cannot by these extracts 
pretend to give our readers the full impression 
which the entire discourse might convey; but we 
greatly err in our estimate, if tliey can be atten­
tively read without leaving upon the mind and 
heart, a deep and solemn impression of the entire­
ness of that consecration which is demanded of ev­
ery follower of Christ—and especially every one 
who is bidden by the master to “go and preach the 
kingdom of God.” We rejoice unfeignedly, to 
hear from our chief Seminary a voice uttered in 
tones of such fervid earnestness—expositions of 
the words of Christ, so true to their spirit and 
power as they fell from his gracious lips—an es­
timate of the Christian ministry so truthful and free i
from all that is time-seeking and time-serving;__
Let the cost be thus fairly and faithfully counted, 
let those who profess to be moved by the Ho­
lt Ghost to take upon them the especial commis­
sion of Christ, to minister as his ambassadors in 
the work of recosciliation, feel “in the depths of 
their own consciossness” that the solemn bidding 
of the master, “Lit the dead hurt their dead, 
BUT GO THOU AND PREACH THE KINGDOM OF GoD,” 
is addressed to them, and in the spirit of this in­
junction, as if obodient to a heavenly vision, let them 
not confer with fleih and blood, but when the claims 
of worldly interest or ambition, of ease, or emolu­
ment, or fame, present themselves, let them act in 
the high and true sense of unworldliness set forth 
in the expositions of this discourse,—and the burn­
ing sarcasm of “amateur clergymen,’’ will cease 
to bo uttered,—“the dillitante and connoisseur in 
clerical costume” will altogether cease from among 
us, and men will go out from the halls of our sem- j
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but the Christian, who has beard his Moster’s voice, 
and become obedient to his calling, has renounced 
them. occupations may, and in a degree
must, resemble those of the multitude around! 
him. but are no longer the business of his life. He • 
poes about them ns of secondary consequence.— 
The ends of his neighbor are with him mere means, 
and often means of very subordinate interest and 
importance, to work out the end and aim of his ex­
istence. He looks far beyond the relations of life ; 
and the claims of society for the duties of his sta­
tion, and he finds it, in the changeless will and un- J 
fathomable love of God, his Maker and Redeemer, - 
operative with a force and intensity of which the 
mere man and citizen has had neither experience 
uor conception: but he there finds it, connecting 
with the duties of his station, as the world knows 
them, and placing them above them and before 
them, others by which those duties are sometimes 
modified, sometimes superseded, and even some­
times contravened. By the world, for example, 
he is held bound to cherish his own body and those 
of his dependants; to lay up in store for his own 
and their need in future emergencies; and to ad­
vance his own and their ease, emolument and rep­
utation, by all honorable aud honest means. It is 
enough for the world’s ends, and fills the measure 
of its rule of right, although all this be done in 
the merest self-centering egotism, or in the shal­
lowest superficial respect for general opinion. The 
Gospel reveals to him a deeper motive and a more : 
searching estimate, in the love wherewith God j 
loved us, and requires that we love him and those 
whom he has given us for his sake: but at the 
same time teaches him to keep his own body un­
der, bringing it into subjection, and to train his 
children and dependants into alike course of mod­
eration and self-denial; to count money, time and 
pains laid out in the relief of the temporally and 
spiritually destitute as the only substantial provis­
ion against the day of wanty and to dread and 
shun riches, worldly influence and temporal pros­
perity, as fraught with dangers of the most awful; 
consequence.• » * * •
But for you, young brethren, who as candidates 
for holy orders, profess to be moved by the Holy 
Ghost to tuke upon you the especial commission 
of Christ, to minister as his ambassadors in the 
work of reconciliation, for you the words of our 
Saviour have a meaning and application, (not more 
direct and true than they have for every individual 
in this congregation, but) more full and strict.— 
You are in the very circumstances of the individ­
uals to whom they were first addressed; called to 
an especial attendance upon your Saviour, looking 
forward to an especial mission in his behalf. Your 
appearance here is your solemn declaration to the 
world, that in the orderings of his providence, in 
the counsel of his representatives, and in the depths 
of your own consciousness, you have heard the 
voice of the Son of God; 6ay»ng “Follow me. Fol­
low me in the blessed work of seeking and saving 
your lost fellow-beings. Follow me in ministering 
the bread of life and waters of salvation to souls 
ready to perish. Follow me to pass between the 
dead and the living, and stay the plague that has 
gone out against the rebellious sons of Adam from 
before their God.”
The Book of Psalms: translated into English
Verse. By George Burgess, A. M. Rector 
of Christ Church, Hartford. 12mo. pp. 278. 
New York. E. J. Huntington k. Co. 1840. 
The author of this poetical version of the Psalms 
of David, possesses eminent qualifications for the 
execution of such a work. Besides very uncom­
mon ripeness and mellowness of classical and He­
brew scholarship, he has the rare gift of genuine 
poesv—a soul full of the richest and most fervid 
inspiration, We speak that we do know. This 
u the first considerable offering of bis muse: and 
we rejoice that it has been laid with the spiritual 
songs of David, upon the altar of God. The work 
has not yet reached us, but we cannot deny our-
' selves the pleasure of anticipating any criticism, 
i which upon reading it, we nay take occasion to of­
fer, by introducing to our readers the subjoined 
notice from the editorial columns of our able con­
temporary, tlie Chronicle of the Church:
“We have read this work with deep interest, 
and much pleasure. 7'he Book of Psalms is pe­
culiarly the Christian s liotk. It contains a de­
scription of the office and character of Christ; a . 
development of the doctrines of his Gospel; a de­
lineation of his Church; and an embodyment of 
that spirit of devotion which fills the hearts of his
! children; and all more or less influenced by the •
ted. That any man, shou d so far be able to en- j 
ter into the spirit and feelings of the writers of 
the several Psalms, as to le able correctly to ap­
preciate the exact force of every thought and ex­
pression, is hardly to be expected. But more, 
that he should be able to transfer both the matter 
and manner of the original into English verse was 
not credible. We ore bowd, however, in justice 
to say, that ns a whole, wethink the present trans­
lation a very accurate one. The metrical form in 
which he has clothed this version, has occasionally 
compelled the translator to depart from what seems 
to us to be the exact meanng of the original; but 
we have not noticed any imtance where the reader 
would be led astray by srnh departure. In some 
instances he has been petuliarly happy in giving 
the precise shade of thought. We think the fol­
lowing a most happy trans ation.
“More numerous aid more bright 
Shall earth
Thin? offspring yield,
Than lies the morring’s dewy birth
On sparkling wood and field.’’—Ps. ex. 
“The following are a couple of examples to which 
we have opened, which strike us as exceedingly 
beautiful.
“When God shall lift his glance of fire;
« * * • •
That glance shall pour resplendent day.’’
And especially this:—
“The heavens their Maker’s presence knew. 
And fell in drops of trembling dew.”—Ps. 
lxviii.
These are but specimens of the many beauties 
of the book. If there e any failure in the trans­
lation, it would seem to us to be, in not always 
reaching the boldness of conception, the strength 
of thought, and the majesty of movement, so ap­
parent in the original »f some of the Psalms.— 
This v?e know is difficitft. Difficult, because our 
ideas can hardly be made to come up to the stan­
dard of oriental imagery; and because an oriental 
idea, in an English dras is apt to be mistaken for 
downright extravagance. But we must bring our 
article to a close by expressing our thanks to the 
translator for the service he has rendered the 
Christian and the Church by his labors; and by ex­
pressing a hope that tie volume will find as hearty 
reception as its merits deserve.”
From a correspondent of the London Catholic 
Magazine, it appears lhat a voluntary association 
of prayers for the conversion of England to the 
Catholic faith, has been formed in France, with 
the Arch-Bishop of Paris at its head: and that 
Thursday of every week is devoted to that purpose. 
It is stated by the same correspondent that the 
whole order of the Paseionirts io Italy, have been
praying for the same object for several years; that 
the practice has recently been introduced into Bel­
gium, and that the Arch-Bishop of Parma has uni­
ted in the same measure. This weekly Catholic 
concert of prayer i9 also to a considerable extent, 
observed by the Irish and English Romanists, and 
the hope is entertained by those most zealous in 
the conversion of heretics, both in England and 
this country, that the whole body of the faithful 
will at length unite in the measure.—We are not 
distinctly advised whether they consider the recent 
developments at Oxford and New York, as a par­
tial answer to their prayers, and an earnest ef 
blessings yet to be vouchsafed.
The last number of the American' Quarterly 
contains an able article from the pen of the Hon. 
Caleb Cushing, of Massachusetts, on the subject of 
discoveries beyond the Rocky Mountains. The 
article embodies facts of great interest drawn from 
documents laid before Congress, and from the 
journals of missionaries and enterprising adventu­
rers. It is time something should be more accu­
rately known from sources worthy of all credit, of 
this vast and most interesting portion of the Amer­
ican continent.
From reports of proceedings in Congress, we 
perceive that Mr. H. J. Kelley, of Boston, whose 
enterprise as a pioneer in the territory, entitles him 
’.o the respect and gratitude of his country, has 
petitioned for a grant of land in Oregon. This 
noble and true-hearted man, who has hitherto suf­
fered the common lot of those who conceive a 
great idea, and dedicate themselves to a great ob­
ject, in anticipation of the progress of knowledge 
and opinion around them, now really needs the 
generous meed of the service in which he has sacri­
ficed both fortune and health—and we trust his 
petition, which every cousiceratiun of sound pol- 
icg and equity commend to their attention, will be 
liberally answered by Congress.
Woman—Her proper sphere.—The extract 
under this head which will be found on a succeed­
ing page, is from the pen of one of the most highly 
gifted lady-writers of the West, whose own life is 
a graceful and beautiful exemplification of the 
subject on which she writes.
The number of Wesleyan Methodists is esti­
mated at two millions four hundred and twenty 
thousands, and their peculiar views are taught in 
twenty-eight different languages.
Since the death of the Sultan of Turkey, per­
secutions against protestant Christians have whol­
ly ceased. The I’acha of Egypt is said to be the 
most tolerant of all the Mahomedan princes. No 
persecutions for religious opinions are allowed iu 
his dominions.
To Correspondents.—We thank our distant 
correspondent “Pistis,”for two able and scholarly 
contributions from his pen. They reached us too 
late for this week, but will appear early.
We have on our file of original matter, several 
valuable communications for which we shall find 
place in future numbers.
CALENDAR.
FEBRUARY.
2. 4th Sunday after Epiphany 
and purification of Virgin Mary.
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‘•THEY THAT SEEK ME EARLY SHALL 
FIND ME.”
Com*, while the l»!oeeo«w of thy yeare are brightest, 
Thou youthful wanderer in allowery maze;
Come, while the reslh-sa heart ia hounding lightest,
And joy’s pure sunbeams tremble in thyjways;
It has placed before the world a new stand- full development of our nature; and by that 
ard of excellence—for God does not recog- secret sympathy which mmd holds with mind 
nizethe one which man has created. Wealth, the influence of each is acknowledged, and 
rank, skill and power, bravery in war, and un.ted, form one perfect whole. \v e there- 
strength of arm, even knowledge, if it rests fore appeal to woman, as she values the true 
in material things, and seeks no higher end, interests of society, to be fauhtul to the charge 
are with Him as if they w ere not. It is upon which has been committed to her keeping. 
. . . the principle of moral worth that he judges, What more noble office, than to raise and ex-
Comc, whilo «»eet thought*, like winmer hud* unfold- before thtsstandard, man and woman must alt the moral sense of the world. Let her sec
IOf,
Wake* rich feelingsjn the circle** breaat—*
While yel thy Land the ephemeral wreath is holding,
Come, aud secure interminable reat.
Soon will the frethnen of thy days be over,
And the free buoyancy of thy aoul he flown ;
Pleasure will fold her wing, and friend and lover 
Will to the embrace of the worm have gone ;
Those who now bless thee will hive passed for ever ; 
Their looks of kindness will be lost to thee;
Thou wilt need balm to heal thy spirit’s fever,
As thy sick heart broods over years to be I
Come, whilo Ute morning of thy life is glowing,
Ere the dim phanto.-na thou art chasing, die—
Ere the gay spell, which earth is round thee throwing, 
Fades like th" crimson from a sunset sky.
Life is but shadows, save a promise given.
Which lights up sorrow with a fadeless ray ;
O, touch the sceptre !—with a hope in heaven— 
Come, turn thy spirit from the world away.
Then will the crosses of this brief existence 
Seem airy nothings to thine ardent soul,
And, shining brightly in the forward distance,
Will of thy patient race appear the gaol ;
Home of the wearyl where, in p'ace reposing,
The spirit lingers in unclouded bliss:
Though o'er its dust tho curtained grave is closing, 
Who would not early choose a lot like I hist
meet upon equal ground, 
ity recognized hv God.
It is religion alone that can throw a sacred­
ness around the character and employments 
of woman. If her cvery-day avocations are 
considered unfavorable to a full intellectual 
development, religion teaches that wc are in a 
state of training fur higher modes of exist­
ence; and those means which are conducive to 
the accomplishment of this end, should be 
looked upon as the most honorable. No em­
ployment can be called degrading, if done in 
reference to God. < If He calls upon her to 
sit down upon the earth, and perform die 
work of life, by a ready and cheerful obedience 
she ennobles the employment and herself. 
By bringing so holy a motive to bear upon the
Here is the equal- that it suflers no detriment through her indif­
ference or faithlessness. What if she has 
been denied political privileges and civil rank; 
what if she be not encouraged by the hope 
of the same rewards as man, to search out the 
occult properties of matter; or to investigate 
the laws of the heavens, or detect nature in 
her secret operations, when she “ lays the 
foundations of the mountains”: what if she 
cannot command the applause of listening 
senates, or cause those great results which at­
tract the attention of an admiring world? Po­
litical privileges, civil rank, wealth, power— 
even that knowledge which is predicated upon 
material things, must perish with our con­
nection with the earth from which they spring: 
whilst love, (that holy attribute,) meekness,
act, she invests it with a sacred character, and , charity, purity,. humility; all those Christian 
it can no longer Be tailed trifling or common, virtues, which it is her appointed duty to show 
It is amidst the peri Aable things of earth, that forth, are those ultimate attributes of our na- 
the imperishable mi! is fitted for heaven, lure, which are destined to a progressive de- 
Duty! man in the p*ide of his intellect, may' velopment throughout eternity.
spurn at its requirements; but it » woman’s : We firmly believe that woman will never 
highest glory. The very word exalts human fully subserve the designs of God—never ful-
fill her true destiny, until, by a proper relig­
ious self-discipline, she prepares herself to be­
come man’s moral guide, his moral exemplar.
natpre, for it allies it to God.
Woman has beep sentuponahigher mission
than man—it may Ik a more arduous, a more
TEE DOMESTIC OIK OLE.
THE PROPER SPHERE OF WOMAN. 
Much has been said of die benefits which
Christianity has confer red upon woman. But it 
is worthy of remark, that it came not to give 
her the right of suffrage, or to enable her to
difficult one. 11 is Id manifest and bring to a ■ H sbe *KIS honorable ambition of bceom- 
full development, certain attributes which be- 1 tbc (rue fricntl of nian’ an<1 1I0t his nierc 
Jong, it is true, to oir common mature, but• dependent, she must take enlarged and exten- 
which, Gating to mans peculiar relation to the ,‘‘ve v*l,"s o,,r nature, that she may
external world, he ccnH not so well bring to he enabled to judge in what his true interests 
perfection. Alan is forth to subdue the consut. Her station should bent his side, to 
earth, to obtain comnfrmd over the elements, comfort, to encourage, to assist. But shall 
to form political communities; and to him, shc fnnn the low motive of gratifying her 
therefore, belong the more hardy and r.usterc i oarlhly vanity, encourage and urge him on in
a mission of much higher import to woman, j eves an importance which does not in strict- 
nnd to the world. It came, to bring into notice ncss belong to them. But, humility, nicek- 
a class of virtues, which man, in the pride of ncss, gentleness, love, nre also important nt 
his heart, had spurned at and despised, and
which he had opprobriously branded with the 
epithet of womanly. It came, to proclaim 
that these long-despised virtues were owned 
and acknowledged by God himself—teaching, 
that it is only through these same virtues, as
connect him clorclywitb the world of sense, be 
in danger of confining bis hopes, bis wishes, 
his desires, to this temporary scene; if, in the 
tributes of our nature, and it would present a i Tnklst of those passions winch nre almost 
sad and melancholy aspect without them. | necessarily evolved by bis rude conflict with 
But let us ask, Will man, with his present ilbc worIt,» lie be hi danger of loosing sight of 
characteristic propensity; thrown, much more ' b*8 Incr«d responsibilities, then should woman 
be at his side, to strengthen and confirm his 
wavering virtue by presenting to view those 
truths which have reference to his whole ex­
cstence. She should at all times keep 
“ Her hand npon Ihp golden key
ilian woman, by his immediate duties, upon 
. ( material things; obliged to be conversant with
from a starting point, that man can ever iiope objects of sense; and exposed to the rv.de cen­
to rise to his proper dignity, and fit himself! flirts which this leads o: will he bring out 
for that higher and more perfect life, which,' these virtues in their full beauty and ,
he is told, is in reserve for him. Viewed in 1 strength? W’e think not, even with the as- . , 1 ,'al T"thc porla,1 of Eltrni‘>’; ” 
this light, wc may truly say, (with reverence sistancc which religion promises. These >e always reedy.to present the moral
and humility be it spoken,) that the promul- principles, with many others linked with them,
gation of Christianity was the triumph of have been placed more particularly in the 
woman. It has o|xmcd a new world of excel- keening of woman, her social condition being 
lcncc, which was unknown to the ancients.— evidently more favornbh to their full devci- - . .
It has thrown into shade the heroic virtue,! opment. She has been commissioned to keep P°'’l-’rs are not sufficiently cultivated to an- 
which man had claimed as Ins own, and pro- alive these holv principle* in thc world, that SWcl *bc question. !hp TTp»nt>rinn 
nounced those high and honorable, which so by their ameliorating power, they may sul>- 
had been considered as belonging exclusively due or neutralize the more fierce and turbu- 
to woman. It reconciles the contradiction i lent passions of our nature, which if left to act .. ,.v
between her humble employments and narrow without any counteracting influence, would emplified then in the consistent deportment 
sphere, and the restless and far-reaching im-J soon lay waste the morul world of God. So of the child of God, under the painful in- 
pulseso. her mind. It confirms and sanctions far as woman falls short of this her appointed , flictions and accompaniments of disease, 
her present position in society, but provides duty, just in proportion, do the true interests ! Remarkable examples of the power of divine 
against ad sense of degradation, which is so of humanity suffer loss. May we be per- grace, in thus sustaining and strengthening 
injurious to the character, by presenting to: mitted to say, that whilst man is called upon, the soul under the ravages of lin^erincr and 
hcrhighandholy motives of action—motives to a certain extent, to represent those attri- painful illness, now rise^upon me b the vis- 
which, when they become the guiding rules. butes of our nature which bind us to earth, ions of memory. One of these possessed all 
of conduct, unite thc lowly Christian with the .woman should aim to represent those which the charms which can render the feminine 
arc. angels of heaven binding all to God. ( unite us to heaven. Both are necessary to a ' character truly lovely and engaging; to a mind
aspect of things to his mind. Man naturally 
asks, Is it for my interest? Will it be profit­
able? Woman should respond. Is it right? 
and melancholy indeed will it be if her moral 
dci i 
T e Hesperia .
A FAMILY PICTURE.
True religion is never more beautifully ex-
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of the highest order she united one of the 
wannest and tenderest hearts that ever glow­
ed in the human breast; she was tremblingly 
alive to all that was enjoyed or suffered by 
her friends; by nature she was cast into the 
loveliest mould of which our fallen nature is 
capable, and grace refined and beautified it 
with all that is lovely and of good report; 
but God in his infinite wisdom saw fit still 
further to refine and purify this his beloved 
child, by placing her in the furnace of afflic­
tion ; he laid his hand upon her, and disease of 
the most painful and excruciating kind 
fastened on her gentleframe; she eailv saw 
her danger and with childlike submission re­
signed herself to his blessed will; she knew 
that death in one of its most painful forms 
awaited her, but she shrunk not, she fainted 
not; day alter day passed on, and found her 
wasting in body under the scorching heat of 
the furnace of the Great Refiner, but only 
“ advanced still nearer 
In Hie habit of her soul, to that still region 
Whither ail arc bound.”
With the most considerate tenderness, she 
suppressed every complaint. Her sisters oi­
lier mother were wont, in her paroxysms of 
agony, to wipe her brow or hold her tremb­
ling hand, but a murmur never escaped her 
lips. She knew that to her, the active scenes 
of life were forever closed, but with lovely 
self-renunciation of her own feelings, she 
could still take a tender interest in the pros­
pects of those who were dear to her; she 
grieved them not bv saying she was no longer 
to journey through life with- them, but the 
pensive and lidly expression of her eye spoke 
to their hearts in language not to be misunder­
stood, and made them painfully realize that 
when the changes which they were antici­
pating should have taken place, she, the be­
loved of every heart, no longer would “tread 
the dark paths ef the world by their s.’de.”
Through every scene of life, but most es­
pecially in the chamber of disease and on the 
bed of death, she glorified her Lord and 
Master in the eyes of others, end at length 
when her education for eternity was completed 
and her soul was ripened for heaven,
“Like a shadow thrown 
Softly and lightly from a passing cloud,
Death fell upon her.”
Her ransomed soul, through much tribulation; 
then entered into the joy of her Lord; and joined 
that innumerable multitude “who stand-before 
the throne and before the Lamb, clothed with 
white robes and palms in their hands; and 
cry with a loud voice, saying Salvation to our 
God which sitteth Upon the throne, and unto 
the Lamb.”— Young Ladies' Companion, by 
Miss Coxe.
INFANT EDUCATION.
Effect of habit on the infant mind.—I trust
every thing to habit; habit, upon which, in 
all ages, the lawgiver, and the schoolmaster, 
has placed his reliance: habit, which makes 
every thing easy, and casts all difficulties 
upon the deviation from the wonted course. 
Make sobriety a habit, and intemperance 
will be hateful and bard; make prudence a 
habit, and reckless profligacy will be as con­
trary to the nature of the child grown an 
adult, as the most atrocious crimes are to any 
of your lordships. Give a child the habit of 
sacredly regarding the truth—of carefully 
respecting the property of others—of scru­
pulously abstaining from all acts of improvi­
dence which can involve him in distress, and he 
will just ns little think of lying, or cheating or 
stealing, as of rushing into an element in 
*hich he cannot breathe.
Early formation of Good Habits.—“If a 
child is neglected till six years of age, no sub­
sequent education can recover it. If to this 
age it is brought up in dissipation and igno­
rance, m all the basenessof brutal habits, and 
j in that vacancy of mind which such habits 
create, it is in vain to attempt to reclaim it by 
Leaching it reading and writing. You may 
teach what you choose afterwards, but if you 
have not prevented the formation of bad hab­
its, you will teach in vain.
An infant is in a state of perpetual enjoy­
ment from the intensity of curiosity. There 
is no one thing which it does not learn sooner 
or better than at any other period of life, and 
without any burden to itself or the teacher. 
But learning is not all, nor the principal con­
sideration—moral habits are acquired in these 
schools; and by their means children are kept 
out of the nurseries of obscurity, vulgarity, I 
vice and blasphemy. In the establishment at 
' Westminster, none but children between three 
'and five years of age are admitted, and there 
they are kept out of the streets, and taken j 
care of by a paternal, indulgent dame, while { 
tneir mothers are at liberty to go out and 
work. Whether the children learn less or 
more is of little consequence. The moral 
discipline is the great consideration.
PIETY OF WOMAN.
It is, indeed, a matter no less of admiration 
than of thankfulness that, amidst the toils and 
troubles which enchain so large, a portion of 
mankind and bind them with almost exclusive • 
devotion to the fleeting interests of lime, then- ; 
are so many of the “ weaker” sex to hold fast 
their Christian integrity and attend with a 
lovely fidelity upon the service of their God. 
Through their“ chaste conversation,” many’ 
a selfish spirit has ben icF'.eil f rom its worldly- 
mindedness; through the Divine blessing) 
upon their faithful efforts, many a household ’ 
which would otherwise have been marked for 
a sordid devotion to the comparatively*unim­
portant business of this transient life, has' 
been rescued from utter indifference to the 
claims of religion, and been made to wear the 
“form,” and to evince at last the “power of j 
godliness.”
• Won by bis teaching- as well as convinced 
by bis miracles, great in our Saviour’s time [ 
was the number of bis attached female fol- ; 
lowers; while the world frowned upon him,1 
and Pharisees despised, and rulers persecuted i 
him, they continued his patient bearers: lli^y 
were the last to forsake the scene of his suffer­
ings, and clung to the cross while others fled 
away disappointed and di ainycd; and they • 
were first on the resurrect inn-morning to pro­
ceed to the toinb in which his lifeless remains * 
were laid,—the first to hear and to»sprend the 
glad tidings of his victory over death and the 
grave.
Centuries have rolled away since these in­
stances of devotion to the Saviour’s cause! 
were manifested bv his female disciples; yet 
after the long lapse of ages, the same testi­
mony can be borne to their unwearied faith-! 
fulness and love. It we penetrate the secluded 
places of our own too desolate land, and look 
into the lonely habitations which here and 
there break in upon the wildness of the forest, • 
we shall discover bow deserved this commend­
ation is. Through their means, in most in­
stances, it is that the practice of devotion and 
the semblance of piety is retained,—that their! 
“little ones” are taught to lift their hearts and! 
raise their voices to the throne of grace,—that 
the Scriptures of truth maintain their hold 
upon the conscience—that the sabbath-day 
receives its share of honor,—and that the
sanctuary of the Most High is not deserted 
altogether for the shrine of Mammon.
Nor is the commendation undeserved in 
scenes of more extended spiritual privilege; 
in institutions of benevolence—in the care of 
the sick and the suffering—in the religious 
instruction of the fatherless and the poor—in 
the asylum for the relief of temporal distress 
—in the school for the sabbath instruction of 
the young,—we find them, in general, to hold 
the foremost. place; to be most devotedly en­
gaged in the work of charity. And if we 
look round upon the sanctuary of religion, 
—especially in cases of week-day or extraor­
dinary services,'—if we observe the communi­
cants at the altar,—we shall find their numbers 
generally to preponderate—their example of 
devotion to religions duty to be most conspic­
uous.—Church.
nULSGSbUS I XT tfSlEIGB I?C 13.
The English government supporting Rom ax Catho­
lic missionaries. The Papist* are not flow to act on the 
vantage-ground given them. ‘A a Association fcr Pro­
pagating the Faith'' has been recently established, the 
hrst anniversary of which wus held on'tbe leth Septem­
ber ot the present year, with great magnificence, ‘‘in the 
metropolitan church of the Conception,” Dublin, at 
which “his Grace the Most Reverend Dr. Murray offi­
ciated os high priest, attended by upwards of ICO clergy, 
in their surplices and stoutans," The preacher, “the 
Rev. Dr. Kenny, S. J. (President of the Jesuit College 
at Clongowes) delivered an admirable discourse in the 
bold and striking manner lor which he is so remarkable.” 
Cue sentence 1 subjoin: “It must be allowed that a 
lair opporh nity is given us at present by the ruling pow­
ers; that the government, instead of being, as foimerly, 
marked by the strongest animosity against us, is now 
ready to show us justice and favor, ar.d to aid our pre­
lates in sending missionaries to foreign countries. I 
feel grateful for the benefit, and I ofier. prayers to God to 
continue this favor to us. As far os they nave shown 
kindness to us, we feel grateful, and 1 trust the lime will 
shortly come when they will be indoced to grant us a 
due proportion of the favors wid'lv they lavish on other 
denomination*.! of Christians.”— Ircthly i'rctmans Juur- 
nal of the 2ist Sept. 1839.
Church Pastoral Am Society. The following is a 
Summary of the operations of this Society fcr the year 
which has just ©lapsed. Number of incumbents a ided 
203; Population under their charge 1,598,456; number of 
Churches and chapels 251; prisons for whom accommo­
dation is already provided 245,329; number of cfEcialing 
clergy 257.—The Society has added to the above, 286 
curates, 24 lay assistants who are employed merely as 
district \ i»it?rs and Tract distributors, and in several in­
stances lias given grunts to clergymen of unendowed 
Churches. 4(1 additional Church?sor Chapels have been 
built, opened, or pFojxsied, in conseouence ol aid exten­
ded; 8t> additional licensed rooms, A*c., used as Chapels; 
224 additional lull services provided for the Lord’s day, 
and 13d additional week day services. Grants have also 
been made for five clergymen to be employed in charge 
of the railway laborers! The total existing grants 
amount to £16,712 per annum, to 191 incumbent* 
of parishes end districts. The average income of the in­
cumbents is £155, and 93 have parsonage houses.
Female Episcopal Tract Society of Philadelphia.— 
We learn from the animal report of this Society, that 
there have been published during the year 5050 copies 
each, of The way the little Karen bov studied the Bible, 
A Christian Temper is every thing, The Church the nur­
sing mother of her people, Chants and Anthems, The 
Pilgrims, and Sorrowful Sain or the Two Blacksmiths, 
6000 each, of Vain Wishes, My Father's Prayer, On the 
Necessity of Baptism, Remember the Sabbath Day to 
Keep it Uoly, Good and Evil, The Consistent Young 
Christian, and a Prayer for Morning and Evening for 
Children: 40:M) each„of Christian Liberality, and Sins 
of the Tongue; 6030 of the Third Commandment; 3000 
each, of The Soldier's Funeral, The History of Littlo 
Jane, and On the Ten Commandments; and 21*00 each, 
of The Dairyman’s Daughter, and A Candid Examina­
tion of the Episcopal Church. Total 101,000 copies.— 
The donations for the same period, including fifty dollars 
fiomtlie Society for the advancement of Christianity in 
Pennsylvania, were only $239,97. YVc observe with 
pleasure that the publications of the Society have been 
more numerous, its gratuitous distribution more exten­
sive, and its sales larger than during teveral preceding 
years. Tliers is evidence also of its prosperity in the 
accession of sixty-two new members, The Society is 
eminently useful and well deserves the patronage of the 
friends of the Church.—Banner qf ihe Cross.
The Church ir Vermont—The last Journal reports 
twenty-four parishes. The number of clergy, seventeen 
presbyters and seven deacons, is twenty-four. There 
are four candidates for orders.
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UI U L E-C L ASH QUEST IONS.
QUESTIONS FOR THE FIRST LESSON OF THE 
MORNING SERVICE.
THB FIFTH tOM>ht AKTER TUB KPirMAXt.
1. What it this Sunday called!
2. Do?* the Church ever omit the services fur any of 
these Sunday* after Epiphany!
X When may the services for these Sundays thus 
omitted be used ?
4. Where are the Psalms to be found!
5. Where is the first lksson for this morning! 
ft Whose office is here set forth! 1—3.
7. How do you know that it refers to Jesus Christ? 
Luke iv. 17—21.
8. When and by whom was the Holy Spirit seen to 
descend npon the Saviour!
9. To what office was he anointed!
10. By what name is he called as expressive of this 
anointing! John i. 41.
11. It is said he was anointed to preach; to which of i 
his offices does this refer! v. I.
12. It is said he was anointed to bind up, tfre-; to which 
of his offices does this refer!
13. It is said he was anointed to proclaim, 4’C-! lo 
which of his offices does this refer!
14. What is intended by the acceptable year? v. 2.
15. Can you show that the year of Jubilee was a type 
of the liberty and blessings procured to us by Christ?
16. What word appears to be wanting after the word 
appoint? v. 2.
17. What does the Saviour say of those who mourn! 
Mat. v. 4.
18. Does v. 4. refer to thsir prosperous state after' 
their return from Babylon (to which the l’rop'iet seems 
to allude, v. 1, 2,) or to the labors of Apostles and 
Evangelists, who by their ministry revived true religion I 
and repaired ike wastes, 4*. ?
19. Have we any reason to believe from v. 5 thnt the 
Gentiles iu return will become their Pastors and Teach­
er*’
26. Will the accession of the Gentiles ultimately ad­
vance the condition of the Jens? v. 6.
21. Of what were they to have double? v. 7.
22. Should wo road and understand v. 7 better if wo 
substitute ye or you for they and them, and understand it' 
in reference to the Jews; and their land and their por-I 
tion as referring to the Gentiles?
23. Why may we oot practice fraud to promote the 
worship and service of God! v. 8.
24. Does v. 9 signify that the Jews after their conver­
sion will not lose their national peculiarity?
25. Who is speaking in v. 10, 11? Docs the Church re­
ply to the gracioua Msvraiices that had been given lier, I 
and rejoice in anticipation of their accomplishment!
6 E O U I« 2k H .
Bvkmso or rut Stkaw Boat Laxinctos. Further 
Particulars.—ANc copy from our latest eastern exchanges 
the following advices touching this melancholy event:
On no former occasion says the Boston Centincl of 
the 17th ult. have we witnessed such intense anxiety, 
as was manifested in this city. During the whole fore­
noon, Merchant’s Hall, State Street, and the avenues 
to the Post Office, were thronged with people, anxious­
ly enquiring for details, and for the names of the pas­
sengers. The name of Professor Follon is reported 
mnong the passengers, and it was, at first, rumored lhat 
Mrs. Follon, was with him: we are happy to state, that 
Mrs. F. is in this city. It was also rumored, that seven 
children of Mr. Woolsey, one of the passengers, were 
also with him. We rejoice to hear that his children are 
all in this city. It was also rumored lhat our respected 
townsman, Mr. John Tappan, was on board, but this 
loo is improbable, as a letter has been received from him 
dated at New York on Monday. The names of several 
other passengers ofthis city, were also mentioned yes­
terday, at having been probably on hoard, but we do not 
state them, hoping that it may prove that they did not 
lake passage in the Lexington.
The following extracts of a letter from Captain Man­
chester to his family appears in the Providence Journal.
Southport, Jan. 15, 1840.
1 am now at Southport, as per date of tins, after a 
moat miraculous escape from death, being one of the on­
ly three surviving persons from the wreck of the Steam­
er Lexington fiom New York, bound to Stonington.
She took fire just at the eastward of Eaton's Neck light, 
on Long Island, and in five minutes became unmanage­
able—ihe took fire about half past seven, and at about
3 o'clock she burnt down and sunk, and every sou, per­
ished except three. We were taken off from a bale of 
cotton, by the sloop Merchant of Southport, as was also 
the other, (Capt. Hillard) lam now at the house ofCapt. 
Godfrey, at Southport, where I have every attention 
possible. I am badly frozen in feet, hands, Sic. The 
bodies of the chief engineer and head waiter are on board 
the Merchant, and will receive every attention neceasa- 
TT-
The Providence Journal has Ihe following:—
•‘The number of passengers was large for the season 
of the year, but the number belonging to this city was 
accordingly small. The day of sailing, (Monday) was 
not one upon which people from this city return from 
New York, and the Lexington has usually been avoided 
by our citizens. But most unfortunately, though our
los* has been small in inuuber, it has been pc®* 1 * 3in 
fering. William Albert Green, son of the Attorney 
General, and Jesse Comstock, son of the late t.apL 
Jes*c Comstock, were both young men of high promise, 
and both endeared to a v«y large circle of friends, and 
both hound to earth by ties even stronger than those of 
kindred. Capt Foster of this city, was on his return 
frot.i India, after a thru jmrs voyage, and probably had 
on board with him a large amount of property. Hu 
wife and children have b«n anxiously awaiting his ar- 
rival for « veral months, and the dreadful intelligence Manchester, pilot, Charles Smith, hreman, 
that reached them yesterday, was the .first they re- j —.__lj - —
ceived from him. f
“This is the first accident, involving a great loss of 
life, v. ’ ich bus ever occur* d to the boats running be­
tween New Yotk and Providence, and there svem to be 
many circumstances attending it, which peculiarly add 
to its severity. Had the engine held out a few ininutes 
longer, had the sloop Merchant been able to get out °l 
Southport harbor without difficulty, had either oi the 
stem boats belonging to that port been in a situation to 
proceed to sea, or had the accident occurred during tl,e 
war .i aeasen, the loss of life would have been greatly’ 
diminished; but every thing seemed to conspire to make ’ 
it complete in its devastation.
‘ Il is not, perhaps, po»sit!e, to obtaiuany more sat• re t - | ~ cWefl ori inaJ The whole being especially
factory account of ihe hre, than has a ready been pub- , a(Ja w(9f, lo of A.ademical Students, Candidates
shed-. Xl,LLeX,n?*OaRW“ Und7 ,e CTUA lb , lor the sacred office, aud ministers, though also intendedlished.
Ca| lain Childs, and we have not the least doubt that 
her management has been highly prudent and careful, 
lier construction probably rendered her less safe than 
either of the other boats, although not more liable to an 
accident of this nature.''
The list of passengers as far as ascertained, is as fol­
lows, omitting the names of several persons, who w’ere 
erroneously reported to have been on hoard the boat, at 
the time of tl»i* melancholy disaster.
Residents of New Yorl:. Mrs. Russell Jarvis, and two 
children, Albert E. Harding, Charles Noyes, Stephen 
Waterbury, firm of Mead it Waterbury, Richard W. 
son of Josiah Dow, Charles Brockert, H. S. Craig, firm 
of Maitland, Kennedy <fc Co. Robert Shultz, Thomas
James, tailor. Mr.----- Narine, Mr. Lawrence, firm of
Kelly A Lawrence, E. II. Patten, Mr. Lowler, P. Mc- 8vo. and may be had in complete sets at the publisher 
Kenna, John Winslow, firm of D. L. &. J. W.^SCha- J lowest price at the bookstore of
tham, R. Picket, formerly of Newburyport, Mas...
Residents of Hoston. Isaac Davis, Rev. Dr.Follen, of 
Harvard College, Nat'nniel Hobart, Mr. Stuyvesant, 
C. W. Woolsey, Abrananr Howard, firm of Howard & 
McMurray, John Eventt, merchant, Mr. Ballard, (or
Bollard,) Mr.------White, John Brown, firm of Brown
& Co. H. C. Bradford, late from Kingston, Joni. Adol­
phus Harndcn, with express car.
Residents of Proridence. Elias Brown, Jr. Esq, Capt. 
Benjamin Foster, lata «f ’hs John Gilpin, Wm. A. 
Green*, firm of Allen Gr3cu, John Brown and family, 
John L. Winslow, of Providence, R. 1., Alice Winslow, 
widow of Henry A. Winalow, son of John L. and bro­
ther of John Winslow, llie corpse of tlie husband 
was on board, and the party were attending it to Provi­
dence for interment.
Residents of Rallimore. Mr. Weston, firm of Weston 
& Poindexter, Royal T. Church, John W. Kerle, Mr. 
Walker, son-in-law of Mr. Kerle.
Residents of Stonington, Con. Charles H. Phelps, 
one of the Directors of the Stonington Railroad, Pratt i 
Van Cott, keeper of the Steamboat Hotel, Stonington, I 
Mr.------Peck.
Miscellaneous. Wm. H. Wilson, late of Worcester, 
Mass., of Williamsburg, L. I., Robert Blake, Esq. Pres- i 
ideut of the Wranlhain, (Mass.) Bank, John Corey, i 
Fexboro', Mass., Samuel Henry, firm of A. &.S. Hen- ! 
rv, Manchester, England, Robert Williams, Cold Spring 
Ji. Y., Henry J. Finn, comedian, Newport R. L, 
Charles L. Eberle, comedian, J. Porter Felt, Jr. Salem 
Mass., Alphonso Mason, Gloucester, Mass., Capt. John 
Lowe, Agent Boston Ins. Cos., CaptTheophilus Smith, 
Dartmouth, Mass., Capt. Smith, Dedham, Mass., Capt. 
J. D. Carver, of barque Brontes, of Plymouth, (Ms.) 
Wm. Pierce, of Portland, mate of the Brontes, Capt. 
Eben 8. Kimball, Salem, Mass.. Capt. II. T. Foster, 
Springfield, Mass.. These two gentlemen had just ar. 
rived at New York from a long voyage in the Pacific, 
and were returning home after between four and five 
years absence, and had the profits of their cruise with 
them. Capt. Mattison.—Mr. Joshua Johnson, John 
Hoyt, baggage master, Boston and Providence Railroad,I ' ri u r.k a fcimn M .. Globe, together with a New Map of the United States, 
James G. Brown, of the firm of Shall &. Brown, N. Or- : revised, with additions, by Thomas G. Bradford. 3 very
’cans, John A. Leach, Westboro’, Mass., Charles Lee, 
Barre, Mass., John Lemist, Treasurer Boston Leather 
Company, Roxbury, Mass., N. F. Dyer, Pittsburg, Pa., 
foimerly ofllraintee, Mass. John Linfield. Stoughton, 
Mass., Philo Upton, Egremont, Mass., William Nich­
ols, steward of Steamer Massachusetts, David McFar­
lane, mate of Brig Clarion, James Walker, and John 
Gordon, seamen of Cambridgeport, from brig Raymond, 
Royal Sibley, of Pawtucket. Capt. Childs, brother to 
Capt. C. of the Lexington, Charles Boswell, 37 Frank­
lin street, New York, formerly ofVL, George Benson 
Smith, of Brooklyn, L. I., Mr. Phipps, or Phillips of 
New York, dealer in dry goods; Mr. Crary, of New 
York, Mr. Bosworth, Royalton, VL, Wm. Beam, 2d 
engineer, Mr. Ballou, Mr. Dorr, John Brown, colored 
mao, a gentleman, lady and two children, who arrived 
from Philadelphia, by the morning line—name not 
known. Mr. G. O. Swan, left the Globe Hotel for one 
of the 3 o’clock boats, but it is by no means certain that 
he took the Lexington.
The Crew. George Child, of Stonington, comman­
der, Jesse Comstock, of Providence, clerk. Capt. Ste­
phen Manchester, pilot, (saved), H. P. Newman, stew-
ard, Edward Thurber, male, David Crowley, 2d do., 
Cortland Hempstead, engineer, Win. Quimby, 2nd do. 
Marin Johnson, wheelman, Joseph Robinson, (colored,) 
cook, Oliver Howell, do. 2nd do. R. Peters, da 3rd do. 
Jab Sands, head-waiter, (colored,) Charles Smith, fire­
man, (saved,) R. B. Schultz, do., Benj. Cox. do., 
George------, do., Susan C. Holcomb, (colored,) cham­
bermaid, Mr. Walker, bar-keeper. Five colored waiters. 
Eight deck hands and one hoy, Two wood passers. 
.S«rtd. Capt. Hiilard, of ship Mississippi, Capt. S.
A I.L persons indebted to the estate of William 
JT3LCo«mbe, late of Pleasant Township, Knox county, 
Ohio, deceased, are requested to make immediate pay­
ment. And all those having equitable claims against 
said estate are desired to present them legally authenti­
cated for settlement within one year.
EDWARD COUMBE,
January 28, 1840. Administrator.
BLOOMFIELD7^ GREEK TESTAMENT.
MJ E Greet Testament, with English Notes, Critical,
Philological, and Exegetical, partly selected and ar­
ranged from the best Commentators, ancient and mod-
T
as a manual edition for the use of theological readers ii 
gene:a.’. By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfiklv, D. D. F. S. 
A.B 2 v.tIs. bvo.
Just received and for sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus, December 7.
IIENGS TEN BERG’S C HRISTOLOGY.
C HRISTOLOGY of the Old Testament, and a Com mtntary on the Predictions of the Messiah by the Prophets. By G. W. Hescstexbebc. Translated from 
the German, by Rcuel Keith, D. D., Professor in the 
Protestant Episcopa l Theological Seminary of Virginia, 




A DICTIONARY of Latin Synonym js (or the us* of Schools and Private Students, with a Complete Index. By Lewis Ramshorx. From the German, By 
Francis Sieber. 1 vol. Price 1 50.
Just received and for sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC K. WHITING.
Columbus December 7.
THE EXCELLENCY OF THE LITURGY:
I^OUR Discourses preached before the University o Cambridge, in November, 1811; also a University Sermon, containing die Churchman's Confession, or at* 
Appeal to the Ltiuroy: By the Rev. Charles Simeon, 
M. A., Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Sesond 
American edition. 1 vol. 18 mo. Price 25.




I'M! E Encyclopedia of Geography: comprising a com- 
JL plete Description of the Earth, Physical, Statistii
cal, Civil and Political; exhibiting its relations to the 
Heavenly Bodies, its Physical Structure, the Natural 
History of each Country, and the Industry, Commerce, 
Political Institutions, and Civil and Social State of all 
Nations. By Hugh Murray, F. R. S. E.
Assisted in
Astronomy, &c., by Professor Waller,
Geology, &c., by Professor Jameson,
Botany, &c., by Professor Hooker,
Zoology, &c., by W. Swainson, Esq.
Illustrated by Eighty Maps, and about Eleven Hun­
dred other Engravings, representing the most remarka­
ble objects of Nature and Art in every region of tho
large super royal 8vo volumes.
The above exceedingly valuable work is now for salo




A N D W K 8T E KN C II U II C II JO U R N A b 
timed eeery Satnrdaff, at the H'eifcrn Church Peru,
OSMBIEB, OHIO.
CHAUNCEY COLTON. D. D.,
Enrroa aki> PaoraiRTos.
THOMAS R. RAYMOND. PRINTER
TERMS.—The Gambif.r Obhfrvpk an* Wrstsrs Chvri-h J<wb- 
t »h l,b^ °" ,hc f,,llnwinK term*: Two Dollar*, in advance, of 
’iZ^ r u Rfty rent*-ln »,x month*, nr Three Dollars at the 
fv .A- - ycar- These conditions, as essential to the support of 
the csUblishmcnt, wilt in all cases hereafter be strietlr adhered to.
•’“hwriptions in advance are due on the delivery of the tint nun. 
her—but if paid within four weeks, will be received as io advance.
